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‘Often I don’t recognize what I’d rather not do until I’ve agreed to do it.’








It’s the time of year when my first years
read Robert Sheppard’s ‘The Education of Desire’
and I challenge them to think about 
writing their poems differently.
They also get given Charles Bernstein
on how to read difficult poems
and a host of quotes from other authors
each articulating why and how they write.
 
This kind of thing has to complement
every writing workshop. How can we write 
if we don’t think about how we can write?
The students don’t know, now we’ve moved on
to B.S. Johnson, Samuel Beckett and Ann Quin,
that Bernstein and Sheppard will be back
when we come to talk about poetics;
in fact Robert’s visiting us to give a talk.
 
Our managers are never sure 
if books of poems tick the research box.
Shouldn’t we be writing essays about our work
or be out there giving academic talks?
Elsewhere, the battle’s won, and when
I look out for examples I can use
I find Harvey Hix and Mark Amerika
working in relevant but different ways. 

Hix uses quotes and persuasive argument
in poems that answer back to other poems
(he reminds us that Bernstein does this too),
whilst Amerika remixes his own and others’ texts 
to dialogue with and critique themselves, 
sometimes just through juxtaposition,
sometimes through collage and appropriation;
old work to make new. Hix makes new work

to discuss the old, sonnets to discuss the sonnet.
But isn’t all good criticism creative anyway?
Isn’t good theory creative writing too? 
Rob Pope cleverly and clearly argues that 
writing to and writing through, rewriting,
are all forms of creative engagement
we must regard as critical thought and deed.
‘We learn by observation and immersion’:

the personal transformation Hix worries about,
the ‘something more’ that happens when sparks
turn into fire, when process and procedures
give birth to writing at its best, might happen
anyway. Let’s take that out of the equation,
it can’t be our concern. All we can do is help
each other think about how and why we might
take words and arrange them for ourselves.
 
Each must do that on their own, with the weight
of the past behind them, the invisible future
ahead. There is everything still to play for
and pedagogy cannot help us win. We need
writers who are passionate, will experiment
and play with language, understand the links
between painting, word and sound, how
‘the body [is] a language and it talk[s] to itself’,
 
which is how Paige Ackerson-Kiely would put it
if she wrote in the present tense. The isolated body,
the self others can never know, rewrites the world
only for itself. The mode, the process, the stance, 
the means and object of individual learning 
are all bound up in this. We can never move 
beyond, can never know why writers write, 





Answering back your answering back

Oh god! You know so much it's scary.
I have such shoes to fill and my feet
are stupid small and made of meat
not knowledge of the politics of meter
and how difficult poems are a tool
to prise the lid from capitalism's moneybox.

(WAIT. Feet rhymes with meat. Too strong a chime.
Should have left it with meter. Metrical feet.
My boots are holed and on my mind, and I’m hungry. 
I teach for love and not enough money,
for the revolutionary reading of difficult poems
has not quite brought the system to its knees.)

So it's twice worth it. In these first weeks
the students beat me up with perfect rhyme
and I am bruised from their diaried pain.
We count in greek. Stamp TYger TYger in time.
They never get it and that's probably okay
despite my suggestion that being able to say
'trochaic substitution' will get them laid.

In these first weeks they cough up hearts
or use the page as a mirror to frown into,
so will show them how to stain the glass
then smash it on the floor make a new face,
one that could be someone else – but it's still
their eye, their lip in the collage, isn't it? 

These layers of lyric games exhaust me.
I have photocopying to do but it's always wrong.
That's a nice metaphor to end on, as well 







I like the idea of lip in a collage. Yes,
of course it’s their voice: whose else
could it be? I don’t mind the stamp 
of tyger feet, it’s those chiming rhymes
that wear me down, the need some poets
have to emote and share. I like the idea
of lip in college, too: answering back
the tutor, the student, assumed voices
taking control of language. That’s 
what’s important, not how you or they feel. 
Layers of lyric are great, might tempt us back
to re-read and reconsider; shaggy dog 
stories do neither. We smile and laugh
and turn the page. Those who need
to know will get it, those who want
to write will write, whatever the cost
or situation. It’s only pen and paper,
after all. Everything has to be put
in perspective: wages, horizon line
and the cost to sanity and self.
We probably need no more poems,
probably don’t have an audience,
but we can send words out into the world, 
wave goodbye and hope to hear back.
If we don’t it doesn’t matter. Get on
with your life and writing, give yourself
over to wonder, to wonderful words.

It’s not that I know more, I just know 
different. You have your own experiences,
physical and mental, to bring to the poem.
And you worry too much. You’re here 
to provoke discussion and debate, 
not to tell them what you know. 
Be excited about what you teach
(teach what you’re excited about),
bring new things you’ve read to class 
and don’t expect too much. Learn
from each other: discuss, debate, 
be flabbergasted and flummoxed,
try new things out. And forget
all about ‘discovering your voice’.
Discover many. Become a ventriloquist, 
find a hundred different ways to write,
make them all your own. Steal
and borrow, imitate, cut-up and collage,
edit and revise. Become a poet,
rely on words. And never, ever, 







I worry. Isn't that my job?
We did and we do and we don't,
try and fail, fail worse.
Easy to be sad in words,
isn't it? Easy to put the pen down
and emote, express with a face
instead. I try to do what you suggest:
we had sonnets this week after all.
Theory-laden metrical tracks,
their close reading marred
by the fact they hadn't done the reading. 

The traditional sonnets bore them blind,
so I give them your contemporary collections
and they are just confused. Overwhelmed,
I bring them back to Laynie Brown's
two-forteenths sonnet, and for a while
we talk about 9/11. About response to fear
about how two lines hold a changed world,

then we mutilate, appropriate, 
break the broken
incessant seeds of poetry.
They count the lines,
reach for the volta
(is it here? is it there?)
pages turn and turn, complain
about reading aloud and soon 
learn that the reply
to my gentle so – is this is sonnet?
is always yes, yes, despite ...

(You leave books of poetry on my desk
I read them. You tease me about lyric.
I need to toughen up. You sting me into work
beyond my complaint, my blazon of exes,
my hungers and distress. Don't stop.)

Then they bring their sonnets
and there they are, these perfect
(almost – tetrameter, hexameter, shhhh)
poems pulled from their minds
by the syllabus's expectations.
They spill themselves into the jar of form
fill to the brim with moons and hearts
except Jess, who brought a page with nothing 
but the numbers, one to fourteen, down the side
bare but for line nine where words for turn
described the dance called –  can you guess? 

(Later in the office, register done,
I interrupted your conversation
to shove the poem into your hand,







You were the midwife of the poem,
and sometimes that’s enough,

Sometimes that’s more than enough;
it’s certainly all we’re likely to get.

But you’ve made them think,
confused them, and now they know

what a sonnet is and what you can
or might do with it. Later, they will

realise how free they are, how 
the 21st century sonnet is

a different beast to the medieval.
You can challenge them though:

why write like this? Or this?







YES. Why write this down? Why write at all?
why play with words or stop their play,
why reach for rhyme or let it fffffff
                                                     – ail. 

Yes. Is poetry still here? All ears? 

So we looked at YouTube, recorded rhymes – yes,
the spoken spiel, the breath as punctuation
or taken at odd moments to loop the listener through,

yes, and we unpicked the genre, the tickybox performance
who has story who has designs whose words are these?
Read an essay by Silva, yes, read more theory and fight

as we talk about Twitter as micropoems, yes,
we talk about born digital, born inkless,
anxieties of public view, yes, of gatekeeping,

yes, and it’s all play, play, and why, why,
and I reply yes, and don’t believe what I say.
All the time. All the time. All the time. Yes.

Is that right? Is it fair? Is it best? 


(And yes yes I know that I am doing to you 
what they do to me, throwing out wails	
of uncertainty, seeking a nod from those







Don’t think for a moment 
that I believe everything I say
or am always persuaded by myself.

Sometimes it’s hard to keep faith
with language and words, let alone 
with assessments and rules.

Nothing’s fair, everything’s play
if you get it in perspective
but I sound like a self-help manual

and I don’t live up to my words:
I’m stressed as hell and am happy
to wail and despair with the rest.

I don’t get twitter or facebook,
can’t read for long on a screen, 
like to savour poems on the page.

The poetry never goes away
but it can be kept at arm’s length;
I read short stories

on the train to London.
They’re everybody’s words,





Poison pens & high-concept giggles

Know that? Know what?
What about words we make up?
This week we construct scrawled signifiers,
make maps of the mouth, the mind,
capture silent sound, breath explosion, inky teeth,

and so we sat on the floor with the big paper
and bigger pens, windows closed
against Cornish storms, and get high
with the poison of possibility.

(Can you remember learning to write?
the controlling teacher’s hand
curving with the convention, a a a a a… 
made us more of this and less of that,

grew short sprouts of language
for us to mow into perfect sane
and ugly stripes?)

Then we curled and coloured,
lined and bounced around as free
as escaped meaning, laughed and blushed
a little, at our serious play:
not quite a picture, not quite nonsense,
of following a thought expressed 
by something other than words 
and we read them aloud
vroomed, tutted, tisked and squeaked,
brought rounded vowels from the bottom left corner
to hit the middle consonants, all stutter and snap,

until we were tired of concentrating,
tired of filling the space left 





THIS SPACE OF WRITING

What space does writing live in
and is there room for more?
If a man writes books for a lifetime
and there are X words on a page
Y will readers not take any notice
however hard the publisher tries
to convince them that these stories
matter more than anything else?

In the scheme of things it’s clear 
nothing matters and writing needs 
no space. It can hide in computers
or old-fashioned files on the shelf, 
even be memorised and remain 
in the minds of prisoners or slaves. 
Whether it ever goes anywhere else
is a matter of conjecture or will.

Most books now are little more 
than a tourist destination, a place
to relax for a while. There used to be 
a time when it was necessary to read 
novels and desirable to recite poems. 
Imagine imagining all those possibilities! 
Imagine writing having its own space,
not having to live outside in the rain.

Once upon a time there was 
no big bad wolf and we all had 
a heart. Characters knew what to do 
with themselves and you could 
quickly summarise the plot. Then ideas 
got in the way and narrative escaped.
Some were sad to see it go as it sneaked 
out past those difficult sentences

but I liked watching it gallop across
the fields towards the train tracks,
distant cities, confusion and noise,
liked doing the work required and 
watching writing in its bedsit staring 
out of the window, wishing for more 
and better space, the good old days 







I am tired and they are tired
I am teaching more than I know:
so for these four hours a week
I am preparing with eight, ten, twelve…
my PhD is suffering, I am suffering
but the students grow fat and feathered 
with poems and possibilities
it’s a motherhood, of sorts: or
that hard sargeant yelling
before sending so-new recruits to war.
And war is coming – not just the war of art.
Your essay questions have shaken them
and all want to write reviews. 
They think that is easier. I tell them it’s not,





But look! The strongest are fluttering
at the edge of the nest. See these wings?
The work they bring in is surprising,
clearly preened with a reader’s beak,
worked upon, shaped, revised, 





But I am empty and so tired.
Tutorials come and they ask me for advice
about essays on poets I have not read.
(I don’t mention this.) I will read for next week,
teach structure and research, close attention, response
and the yeses are there, the cheering on, the care,
and their fear of mistake, of doing poetry wrong
is all I can see and feel. An essay is just an essay, 
but when I was little we found fallen chicks 







An essay is just an essay
and a review is an essay too,
in this case anyway.

I always tell my students
that academia is a game
they need to lean to play.

Ten weeks to write a group of poems
is way too short. That’s why 
we teach them tricks and shortcuts,

show them ways to get words
on to the page ready to revise;
that’s what workshops are for.

But no process is a magic trick,
any more than collage or cut-ups are
but if only they can get used

to pushing words around they’ll be
okay. And pushing words around
in a different way is how you write

an essay too. Yes, we can question
quoting people who quote people who…
But that’s how to play this game

if you want a certificate at the end.
And if you want to be a poet
then write poems. That’s the only way

to learn. I get your fledgling metaphor
but am sceptical of any canon
or the idea of taking flight. 

It’s work that does it, handling language,
whether poetry, prose or something else.
It’s all creative writing if done well.

We tell them that in year one, week one,
and I for one believe it. Writers write:
one word after another and then another.

Shaping the words is the wingbeat
that can get you airborne:







Marking marks on the page
              marking time till we end
                             the term and this ticky-box
 celebration party time coming            but not for me. 

They are larger now
                 swollen with concept       bibliography bile
         and the fact I made them identify 
         as poets. Poets every one. 
   No longer chicks         young animals

fun to hold until they struggle
                                                          snap to be released                
Poems as  people.

(If I had time to revise I would remove
               my baby chicks comment from this exchange
trite and obvious.         Lets me down.        I won’t use it again. 

Discard the memory 
                        of those tiny deaths and get over
                                                  the feeling I did poetry wrong.) 

Remember when I wept on the office floor
not listening as you said over and over: 
just sit down and write the words 

but this is how it works, isn’t it? 
                   Rupert? This is about working:
  
write them down. I said the same. So many times.
And here they are, there they go. To write. 

Just begin, I said in your voice. 






My Love is a Dead Arctic Explorer, Paige Ackerson-Kiely
remixthebook, mark amerika
‘The Difficult Poem’, Charles Bernstein
Lines of Inquiry, H.L. Hix
This Space of Writing, Stephen Mitchelmore
Textual Intervention, Rob Pope
‘The Education of Desire’, Robert Sheppard


